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GLOBAL SHARE OF CHILDREN IN KEY WORLD REGIONS 
 

If we LOOK UP TO 50 YEARS INTO THE FUTURE OF INNOVATION, MIGRATION, 

AND VIOLENCE, it is helpful to concentrate on a factor that exists today and will still be 

around in 2070. We are talking about children under 15 years (ca. 92 % of them are included 

in the tables below). Their competence, cooperation, and competition determine the future. 

Data for 2020 are more reliable (all children are born) than for 2030.  Gunnar HEINSOHN; May 2022 

 

2020: CHILDREN GLOBALLY below 15 years: 1.967 billion 
[https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.0014.TO] 

COUNTRY/TERRITORY Children under 15 in 2020 Share of 1000 children worldwide 

Chinese (PRC; Hong Kong:; Macau; 

Taiwan.;  Singapore, expatriates)* 
250.0 million  127/1000 (==127 out of 1000 children 

under 15 globally) 

Japan*   15.7 million      8/1000  

South Korea*     6.5 million      3/1000 

Viet Nam*   22.6 million    12/1000 

*East Asians combined 150/1000  have highest cognitive ability (ca. 80 % of global talent; producers of 

more than 80 % of semi-conductors, robots, batteries, phones, facial recognition cameras, ships, etc.). 

European Union (EU)**   67.5 million    34/1000 

Germany (in EU) **   11.6 million      6/1000 

Poland (in EU) **     5.8 million      3/1000 

** EU(34/1000 {25 indigenous/9 migrants} has second highest cognitive ability (ca. 7 % of global 

talent). It competes with East Asians (150/1000). It also competes with the US (30/1000 {of whom 13 

are African or Hispanic}). At the same time, the European Union wants to help the least developed 

nations (690/1000). Ratio of helpers to receivers is: 34/1000 {25 indigenous} : 700/1000. 

USA***   60.5 million    30/1000 

*** USA (30/1000 {of whom 13 African or Hispanic) have slightly less cognitive ability than the EU 

(ca. 5 % of global talent). The US, too, compete with East Asians (150/1000). The US also compete 

with the EU (34/1000). At the same time, the US want to help the least developed nations (690/1000). 

Ratio of helpers to receivers is:  30/1000 {of whom 13 African or Hispanic} : 700/1000. 

Russia****   26.5 million    13/1000 

**** Russia equals US in cognitive ability (albeit has lower dropout rate). It has worse demography, 

e.g., than Mexico (with 33 million versus Russia’s 26.5 million children under 15), produces not even half 

as many cars as that Latin nation. Yet, it threatens humanity with nuclear arms.  

Latin America + Caribbean 155.7 million    79/1000 

Central + South Asia (Afghan.; 

Banglad.; India; Indones.; Myanm.; 

Pak. 

583.0 million   296/1000 

Combined 700/1000 

Arab World 142.0 million    72/1000 

Sub-Saharan Africa  477.2 million  243/1000 

 

The least developed nations (150 out of ca. 200 globally) cannot compete in high tech markets. They 

are all stuck in premature de-indsutrialization. Still, they have 700 out of 1000 children worldwide. 
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2030: CHILDREN GLOBALLY below 15 years: 2.019 billion 
[https://population.un.org/wpp/DataQuery/; https://www.populationpyramid.net/europe/2030/; 

https://archive.unescwa.org/sites/www.unescwa.org/files/events/files/arcpd-launching-swop2018-presentation-abdellatif-lfarakh-ar.pdf; 

https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/248981/umfrage/altersstruktur-in-den-eu-laendern/; https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/total-

population-outlook-from-unstat-3/assessm                                                                                                                                                Heinsohn; May-2022 

 

COUNTRY/TERRITORY CHILDREN 

UNDER 15 IN 2020 

SHARE OF 1000 CHILDREN 

WORLDWIDE 

Chinese (PRC; Hong Kong; Macau; 

Taiwain; Singapore, expatriates)* 
235.0 million 115/1000 (115 out of 1000 children under 15 

globally) 

Japan*   13.4 million  6.6/1000 

South Korea*     5.4 million  2.7/1000 

Viet Nam*   22.1 million   11/1000 

*Global share of children falls from 150/1000 in 2020 to 135/1000 in 2030. Yet, East Asia’s global 

share of cognitive ability may increase because of cognitive decreases in competing nations. 

European Union (EU)**   66.0 million    33/1000 

Germany (in EU) **   11.9 million   5.9/1000 

Poland (in EU) **     5.3 million   2.6/1000 

**At least 20 % have poor world background. Thus, there remain 25/1000 indigenous versus 354/1000 [8 

poor migrants at home + 346 on African and Arab counter coast]==ca. 1:14). The entire continent of 

Europe (with Russia) has 106.8 million children. It results in 53/1000 in 2030 against ca. 300/1000 in 1914. 

The EU (33/1000) must compete with East Asians (135/1000). If the EU still wants to help the least 

developed world, the ratio of helpers to receivers is 33/1000 {of which 20 indigenous.}to 695/1000.  

USA***   61.1 million    30/1000 

*** US will still have highest expenses for education globally. Yet, 50 % of all children will be from 

minority Hispanics + Africans with lowest SAT results. Thus, there remain 15/1000 Caucasians + 

American East Asians versus 90/1000 (15 of own low skill minorities + 75 in Latin America plus 

Caribbean)==1:6). East Asians (135/1000) will be even more of a challenge than a decade earlier. 

Russia****   24.9 million    12/1000 

**** Russia’s decrease from 13/1000 to 12/1000 may accelerate if emigration increases and/or 

territories in the Far East will be leased or acquired otherwise by China. 

Latin America + Caribbean 149.9 million    75/1000 

Central + South Asia (Afghan.; 

Bangladesh; India; Indonesia; 

Myanmar; Pakistan. 

556.1 million 

 

 275/1000 

Combined 695/1000 

Arab World 153.0 million    75/1000 

Sub-Saharan Africa  546.4 million  270/1000 

The least developed nations will experience an enormous increase of attempts at emigration and, if 

that fails, of internecine killings. In another five years, by 2035, the offspring (1-14 years) of SUB-

SAHARAN AFRICA will surpass the offspring of CENTRAL + SOUTH ASIA. 
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